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ABSTRACT
Theft and infiltration as well as robbery are an incident that should be anticipated. The security
of the room is a main priority to prevent such occurrences. This paper will be explain how to the
rule based reasoning method is part of the expert system that can be used in a security room
systems by monitoring the temperature change in the room as well as detecting movement in the
room by using the temperature sensor and motion detector. The output indicators is the buzzer
sounds that will be activated when there is an increase in the temperature and/or there is a
movement in the room.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the development of software engineering is heavily influenced by the
advancement of science and technology. Human, unconsciously, is heading into a new era that is
called digital era. The existence of software is highly required in this digital era. Software
engineering can be used to support human life, such as utilization of rule based reasoning method
for room security. Human needs in securing a room is increasing due to changes in the more
effective and efficient security patterns.1 There are a lot of ways to secure a room againts theft
and infiltration as well as robbery.2-4 One of them is to use a rule based reasoning method.5
Combined with the use of a temperature sensor,6,7 and/or motion detector.8-10 The utilization of
rule based reasoning method, which is a part of an expert system,11 in artificial intelligence can
be used to improve room security.1,2 Expert System is a computer program developed for a
particular field that can solve a problem and find a solution that is comparable to an expert in that
same field.12,13 Development of expert system require knowledge extraction or acquisition of
knowledge and the role of an expert in that particular field is still needed. 11,14 Finding a solution
in order to solve a problem by giving priority to a rule is a main characteristic of a rule based
reasoning method.5,13

2. Research Method
Rule based reasoning method, which is a part of an expert system, is based from elements of
syntax and symantec. These will be materialized in the form of program instruction which in turn
will be executed to become machine language that will be a control center for ATmega328
Microcontroller. The inference engine that utilize forward chaining is used on rule based
reasoning method,12 to control a LM35DZ as temperature sensor signal and/or PIR sensor to
detect a motion to trigger a buzzer in order to solving a room security issue.5,6 This method can
be seen in the Figure 1.
Microcontroller is a multipurpose IC (integrated circuit) that can be programmed.15,16
Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328.17 The programming in
ATmega328 IC is using Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE) named Sketch in
the form of instruction.18 ATmega328 microcontroller has 14 digital input/output pins, 16 MHz
ceramic resonator, 6 analog inputs, USB connection, power jack, ICSP header, and reset button.19
LM35DZ is a temperature sensor in the form of integrated circuit (IC) that have an output
voltage that linearly proportional to the Celsius (Centigrade) temperature and can detect
temperature between -550C to 1500C.6-7 LM35DZ can convert temperature to voltage with a
sensitivity of 10mV / 0C.20 LM35DZ can be controlled by applying a +5v voltage on pin 1. Pin 2
is an output and pin 3 act as a ground.6-7,20
Passive Infrared Receiver (PIR) responds only to incoming infrared radiation that emitted
from every object, especially the human body.10 Infra Red (IR) filter in the PIR is able to detect
IR wavelength between 8-14 micrometers, while human body radiate IR at wavelengths of 9-10
micrometers.8,9 PIR will not produce any output if an object passing the PIR sensor does not
have a IR wavelength between 8-14 micrometers. These IR wavelengths only emitted from a hot
object, like a very bright lamp light that is able to produce heat, object reflection from the mirror
and hot summer temperature.
3. Results and Discussion
A. Knowledge based
Information gathering, and to do observations, is the first step in solving a room security
problems. The objective is to build a room security system that is able to secure the room from
theft, infiltration and robbery. Layout design and validation testing for security tools are always
consulted with an expert. Improvement and correction for a room security system will be
conducted under supervision of an expert. When an expert declared the system is perfect, then it
will be put into use.
B. Design Rule Based and Architecture of the System
The system works by using a PIR sensor and a temperature sensor. PIR sensor, which have
the maximum detection range about 20 feet (6 meters),10 will be act as an active motion detector.
It will be triggering a buzzer if a human presence is detected. Second sensor, a temperature

sensor, is set between 00C to 310C.6,20 Buzzer will be activated when a temperature sensor detect
a room temperature is above 310C. The basic principles of this security system is as an electronic
access control using motion detector by means of PIR sensor and LM35DZ temperature sensor.
This system will automatically detect the room temperature and will trigger the buzzer if the
temperature in the room is increasing. Buzzer also will be triggered if a PIR sensor activated and
detected a movement in the room. The enforcement of this rule can be seen in the program
embedded in the ATmega328 microcontroller chipset.
C. Inference Engine Technique
Inference engine have a role as a controller for expert system. It have a function to guide a
reasoning process to become a process that manipulate and direct a rule, model and fact, which
are stored in the knowledge base in order to solve a problem or a conclusion. In the process,
inference engine use a reasoning strategy by using a list of rules based on sequence and pattern, 5,
11-14 as shown in the flowchart on Figure 2. In this system, a power supply circuit must be able to
deliver a stable electric current to microprocessor in order to prevent voltage drop during
operation. This same circuit also serves as a AC to DC converter and to providing the right
voltages for an electronic circuit, which are 5v and 12v. 5v voltage is used on ATmega328
microcontroller, motion detector PIR sensor and temperature sensor. 12v voltage is used to
charge a battery as a backup power source.
D. System Validation
System testing using rule based reasoning method can be done by individual validator or
potential user for software engineering for room security system. The first phase of testing is to
verify system design or to validate security system design. The second phase is testing the
security system by potential user. Testing and validation process are done using questionare in
the form of validator form. This validator form contains grading value which is assessed from
some indicators by choosing according to criteria. The final score determine whether the design
of security system has fulfilled potential users requirement or needs further revisions.
4. Conclusion
The room used as a place to store archives, files and some other valuable goods needs some
kind of security measures. This can be done automatically by utilizes an expert system and rule
based reasoning method, to control LM35DZ temperature sensor, Motion Detector PIR Sensor
and Atmega328 microcontroller. This combination can optimally improve the room security .
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Figure captions
Figure 1. Rule based reasoning method to control a LM35DZ as temperature sensor and/or PIR

sensor to detect a motion to trigger a buzzer in order to solving a room security issue.
Figure 2. The inference engine that utilize forward chaining is used on security system is as an

electronic access control.
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